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A spiralling increase in newsprint costs has caused widespread concern
.!

about news allocation policies of Amerfcan newspapers. Discusiion of the need ".,`,

for more efficient use of newsprint as the result of'economic pressures has

revived the traditional criticism that advertising departments are too influential

in determining the amount of news space availaNe to editors.;

Media critic Ben B4dikian,expresses this concern when he states: "On almost,

all papers the advertising department determines total pages to be printed and

only after this does news receive its allocation."2'

This criticism is not,new, of course. Twenty.yaars_ago journalism educatbr
,

Ralph Casey worried about-Ainwarranted encroachments of advertising on'needed

news space.
tt3 Casey and Copeland studied,the:problem of news allocation policy

',and found that many papers were systematically allocating a minimum number of

7oltuan inches for news each day, regardless of.the amount of advertising.

, -

The present study, conducted during the Winter of'197344, explores the

newshoIe policies of U.S. daily newspapers in the context of rapid technological

and economic changes.

Method

The national survey, sponsored by the NewS Research Center of the'Americ
,

Newspaper Publisher's Association, .used a mill qtestionnaire that was sent to

'stratified, random sample of newspapers 'selected by circulation sizefrom the

1973.Editor and Publisher Yearbook.. The structured questionneire,,develope4 in

'.3
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consultation with managing editors from several midwest newspapers of various

NN`Nsizes, 4 was returned by 46 percent of the managing editors queried. Comparison

of known parameters with descriptive data from the resulting sample of 149 managing

editors suggests the sample is highly representative.
5

Characteristics of the Newshole

According to the survey, the typical daily newspaper in America uses slightly

less that{ 45 percent of its space for non-advertising content on the average day,

about the same as reported by Casey and Copeland in 1957.
6 There is, however,

wide variation. Some papers devote as little as 23 percent to newshole, while

others place the figure as high as 73 percent. Sunday papers set aside more for

non-advertising content. On the average, Sunday editions split. 50-50.between_

advertising and non-advertieing'material.

The average newshole on what the managing editors described as a typical

weekday is 4,860 column inches. The average Sunday newshole is 8,927, nearly

C.)

double that of weekday papers. Again, there is wide variation on these measures.

The most Common 441y newspaper size is 13-29 pages. (See Table 1.) As

0"
might be expected, the; - figures are somewhat higher for Sunday papers, with nearly

Ihalf of them running more than 70 pages.

A majority of newspapers (61%) use an_eight-coludn format. About 18 percent

use a combination of six and eight.columns, and about 12 percent have adopted

the six-column page. A small minority (6%) use nine columns.
7

Regardless of circulation or newshole'Size, the overwhelming majority of

editors say 10 lkftews makes up the largest proportion of non-advertising content
.r ' .

that they, y ae news. According to the` editors' estimates, 75 percent of

'1 1.

the news. = in the average daily in the sample was -devoted to Meal news.

f , state, and international news receive, the least amount of space.
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Most managing editors' ppear,to be satisfied with newshole size for th r

papers. but more thadv4 quarter complain that it is too Small. A few even say

it is too large. (See Table 3.)

The editors were asked also how they tilbught the average reader viewed

-..-

newshole size. The estimates correspond,elosely'to the editors' own opinions.

An even larger percentage of managing editors think the size of their

Sunday.newshole is "abouf right/ . Again, editors' perceptions of readers'

opinions about newshole size closely parallel their own. (See Table 4.)

fi

Methods for Determining newshole Size

The most widely used method for determining newshole size is the fixed-

minimum'approach, the allocation of a specified minimum number of column inches

for non-advertising content each day.' The number of newsplpers using the fixed-

minimum policy appears to have declined during the last 18 years. Casey and

Copeland reported in 1957 that 54 percent of the U.S. dailies used a fixed-
- ,-

m4.nimum system;
8
while the present study places the figure at 41 percent.

, .

Twenty-six percent ,use a sliding-percentage formula. With this system the

number of pages a newspaper has on a given day is determined by the amount of

advertising, and the proportion of advertising, to non-advertising space varies

with the number of pages.

Seven percent use a fixed-percentage formula that does not vary with the

number of pages, and 26 percent usea variety of other systems.

Newspapers with a standardized newshole seem_to have a greater potential

for gathering and publishing news than those using other methods of space

allocation. Those with the standardized system score higher on a "news.potential

index" developed by Wayne. A. Danielson and John.B. Adams. The:index gives a

-
newspaper a score of one or zero-for either wing or not having the following

attributes: an estimated weekday newshole of 2,500 incles or more; an estimated

.2
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e0itorial staff of 75 or more; three or more news,serVices; publication seven

days a week; and morningpalication. The higher a newspaper's' score, the

greater its news potential.
9

The size'of the fixed daily minimum used by paOrs,in this study varies

widely, but the average is 1,914 column inches pei day. Some papers set aside

as little as 352 column inches for news, while others go as high as 4,725.

(See Table 5.)

When the newshole size exceeds the fixed minliOum, 41 percent of the papers

use a sliding scale to determine the size. Thirteen percent use a fixed per-

centage for the excess. The rest use a variety of other systems.

Fifty -eight percent of the managing editors who work far newspapers with a

fixed-minimum system say their papers use this method because it guarantees

adequate news coverage. Eighteen percent think it provides a well-rounded

newspaper while only.three.percent say it is conducive to better production

schedules. Twenty-one percent list a variety of other responses.

The second most common form of newshole determination, used by 26 percent

of the newspapers in this sample, is a percentage formula that varies with the

number of pages in the newspaper on a particular day.. There is a wide variation

in the amount of space that papers using this'systemare able to set aside for.

non -advertiiing content. (See Table 6.)

A,percentage formula that remains fixed regardless of page size is utilized

by seven percent of the papers. These newspapers average 44 percent non..:advertising,

matter, but some carry as little as 25 percent and others as much, as 55 percent.,-

The 26 percent of the newspapers that do not use fixed-minimum, eliding-

percentage,,or fixed-percentage methods of newshole deterMinatiOn list a variety

of other systems. Responses range from usink a-fixed number of pages for news

4 to using whatever, space the ma it
ng'editor Calls for on a particular day.

(See Table 7.)
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The specific system for deterMining newshole is not static. Only 19 percent

of the editors say the formula is never revised, but °lily about a third-say-the

formula -is revised on a regular basis, ranging-from quarterly to once every 2-5

years. Ten percent added notes to the questionnaire saying that the newsprint

shortage had prompted revision of the foXmule.

The process of policy revision assumes a variety of forme, and executives

from the news eide usdally participate. Only 15 percent of the managing editors

say news executives are excluded. The publisher and executives from both the

-
advertising and:news departments participate in formula revision at 38 percent

of the newspapers. The publisher participates at 58 percent. (See Table 8.)

The managing editors who tdke pare in formula revision have varyineroles.

Twenty-six percent say they actually 'negotiate for the news 'department during

the deliberations while 30 percent say they participate in an advisory,tole.
a-

Ten percent report making the decision while three percerti.say they are simply

informed about the decision. The'other 30 perdent fall into-the broad category

of "other" that represents a Myriad of functions.

,r

Regardless of the system used, 68 percent of the editors know the newihole

size for their weekday editions ei,leist one day ahead of deadline time, while

only 32 percent know less than one day in advance. Editors for Sunday papers

shave more lead time, however. Forty:-three percent know at least one day ahead,

and thirty-three percent have at least two days advance notice.

A large majority of the managing editors appear to be satisfied-with their'

pePir's method oVdetermining newshole size, Twenty-eight percent call their
.-

system highly adequate, 63 percent say it's adequate, and nine percent thidkitis
%

*

inadequate.

Only 11 percent say they would.'prefer another'system. Of these, five editors

c

say they want a-sistem that will give them more autonomy over the newshole, and
...:

,

,

-three say .414Vdilm,t have any system but would like one.
...,1.-, ^-

ii
,

,: I /:
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Most editors find that they need extra space during the typical month.
Most

Ninety'-three percent say they negotiate at least once a month for additional

space after the -.size of the newshole has already been determined. Near three-
.

permonth..
'quarters of the editors try for extra spaCe between ,one and four. ti

They are generally successful. (See Table 9:)

Wheneditorsneecradditional space, they negotiate wit various combinations

of newspaper executives. Only five percent say they ma unilatetial decisions

about additional space. (See Table 10.)

Edi ors are equally likely to negotiate ext a space for both scheduled

events d late-breaking stories when needed -nd say they are usually successful

in thei negotiations.

Di a about the,proximity of stories for which editors request additional

space rOide few surprises. Sixty-four percent say they are mastlikely to

negoti te a larger newshole for local stories. Only 31 percent say they are

9

equal likily seek:44ditional. space for all types of stories.
,

ffty-two percent of the editors say theyhaiwthe power to authorize'

addit onal pages when needed. Of those with such authority, 59 percent use: it

'less than'six times a year, while 31 percent'use it from 7 to.25 times. Eleven

perc nsay they authorize additional pages about once every Owo weeks.

Adding pages, however, is only one of the e tons when additional

spa e is needed. he most frequently-used method of gaining additional space

r displacing other news or squeezing out house ads.. As tight be ptdaicted,

h least-used option is pulling a paid ad. (See Table 11.)
Th)

The newsroom, of course, is not aloie in needinip.additional. space on occe
.

N arly all of the editors report that their paper's It le was changed ( rsum lY

.,,'

duced) during the past year because of advertising_ departme
'.

ost a weekly occurrence at 19 percent of the newspaperstallit (See Table_12.)
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News Potential Index

7

The data were analyzed to-determine whether newshole policies of papers

scoring high on the news potential index differ from those scoring low. As \

4

-"mentioned earlier, papers high on the index are likelier to use a standardized

newshole (17=-33).
1° This-means papers with a fixed minimum tdnd to have larger

circulation (Tauc=.55), more staff members (Taub=.72), and more pages (V0.45) on

a typical weekday than papers without.a standardized newshole. Fixed-minimum papers

devote significantly more space to advertising during the average month, however,

meaning that the proportion of_Oace set aside:for news is less than for papers

using other newahole formulas.,-

There are several other differences between, newspapers with the-fixed minimum,

,

and those without. The fixed-miffimum papers' tend to have more women's news,

,

editorials, and sports, but there are no significant differences between'the two

'groups in the amount of newshole allocated to local? state, national, o , international

tit*.

news.,

The arta aclio'were analyzed to determine whether there were differences between

papers with large fixed minimums.and those with smaller ones. As might be expected;

those with the" larger newshole are'less likely to. want to change their systems of

determining newshole size (V=.50). The editors of papers with larger fixed-minimum

newshole_are more likely to think newshole size i (about right" ild"the readers'

opinion (Tauc=.27).

As

Publisher Participation'in N shoie Formula Revi4ion

The newspapers were divided into two group's on the bgtis of'whether the

publiAher was- involved

publisher is likely to

In fact, the analpi

in mewshole formula revision, One might apeCnlate that the

keep a tight rein on newshole size for economic considerations.

rowed irtgAlifferences between news allocation poliCies;of

those papers with and,without publisher invo ement. The,two groUps are neatly-
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alike in size of newshole; and the,amount of newshole space devoted to various

categories of news.

Group Owned' Vs. 1.ndepen-d'ent.

A similar analysis of ownership showed few differences between group,-owned-

. and independent newspapers. The newshole size and proportion of paper devoted to

news are the same for both. Also, the analysis disclosed.no quantitative differences

in the the types of news included in the newahole or the method or determining

newshole size. The two groups scored.about the same on the news tential index.

In fact, the only difference is a tendency for the managing edi rs;of group-

owned papers to serve in an advisory capacity or as'a negotiator for the news

department in discussions about the revision of the newshole fOrmula. At non-

group, papers, the managing editOr is likelier,to make the decision hilmself

This is probably the result of a more complex ,organization with group pipers.

The present analysis is consistent with the_results of an ownership study 'by.

GrOtta in which independent and chain newspapers were.compared on,a number of

quantitative factord. Grotta found no differences)in newshole size, number of

employees or amount of local coverage.
11

//

Circulation Size

As mentioned above, largezl newspapers are likelier thare.smailer papeis to

have fixed-Minitum systems (V-,37), and larger papers have larger newshole

(r=.21). Because the larger circulation papers, helve more advertising, however,

the 4oportion'of the paper devoted to news is.less for larger, newspapera than

Jar,smaller ones (r=.57).

_4400 Also, larger papers carry a greater proportion of siati:.(r=.42), national

IF=.50), international (r=.39), financial (r=.68) , and Wortp's news (r=.52) , than

smaller papers, and they devote more space to editorial material cr=.49)..

4
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Although there is no difference between large and small- newspapers in

frequency of negotiation for .44arger neWahole, managing editors At ,

newspapers are slightly likelier to be successful in their dfleta (Tauc...17)..

When negotiating, editors at smaller papers are tore apt to seek additional space

for loca news, while large-paper editors are likelier to negotiate fOr",all types

of n s (V=.42). Small-paper,editors are more apt-to be successful in megotiationt

local news, and editors from larger papers are likelier to achieve-:success with

,/ all types of news,(V=.47).

Managing editors from small circulation newspapers are'more apt than their

counterparts frOm large circulation papers to view the audience as unhappy with

newshole size (V=.34). Also, editors'of small newspapers are,liketier to want

to change their system for determining newshole size (V=-.32).

Perceived Conipetitio

'Although there are few competing daily newspapers in the United States,

there is.cdmpetition from.suburban papers and-broadcast media-. MaT9ips-editors

were asked whether they perbeive themselves as competing with'other newsgithering.

-//

agendies. Thearkdy then searched fordifferences between papers whdie managing

editors perceive competition' and those whose editors do not:

Editors are much likelier to see themselves competing for news with other

'newspapers than with thebroadeast media.. (See Table n.) On the other hand,
....-- .

,

6J percent see_ridio asTroviding strong ortoderate competition for advertisements..

. '...

,

.

.

.
'.,

(See Table 14.)
C7

..

.
.

Managing editors working for group -owned newspapers are more apt than editors

. . .

for independent newspapers to see television as providing, competition for. nerds

(1.;.24).. RddiO is viewed as a more serious competi'tOr by.managing editors from
e-4

email papers than itis by editors from large papers (V=.28). The latter Probably

resulta.from the fact that radid\is often the only competing news - gathering agency'

in a small town.

11-
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Also,-managing editorsib: hewsgaperswith a fix4minimum are likelier, than
,t.

,:

'' their counterparts to perOlve competition *4:r, news .:24) and advertisements
,- ,

! 4;,,
,. ,,i-- Y

(V=.32) from othet.zesespapets. A
0 ,

. '.' . ,

of .% 0,,,,

-,...1-" ---: . . ,
s,

Sumhary and Conclusi8hg
,

. .

.
,

".'

. .

The data fromthis- enge, at lease in day -to -day' operations,
-. ,

./

Begdikian's a at the advertising department,usually determines newshdle

. ,t
Forty-cindlgercent,Pf the newspapers 'surveyed have newshole, policies that

aside a Minimum number.oCcolumn inches for news each day regardless of

.

'.'advertising load. Also, editorial executives-are clearly excluded from newshole

policy revision at Only 12- percent of the papers. Most managing editorn,-(91%),

say, their paper's newshole policy isicadequatel
. -..i.

,

- ---- ----',An-Pvrwhelming majority',,of the manaiingeditors,.however, say they frequently
.,,

. .,..--, .-; .. -
b

.
4

neld additional spaCe for news.aftez,the newshole has been filled,. .0eventy-five

.4.

.

percent say they negotiate for additionatspate betweeh-one and four times' per
-,

.

menxh. They normally request the,additional spide for'local 'laws and-are success=

ful in negotiations, Fifty -two percent also say they havethe power to authorize
r

t .

additional pages when needed.. '". .-- ,:-.'..--
.

. e 1 .:.,

r . ;

' The propOrtion of space set aside foi now-advertiting,contehi in today's, .

.
.

,.',

typical newspaper...(45%) has changed little:during recent, years. L'aigei newspaper's
..... -

tend tö have a'larger-newshole in terms of column inches, buCtErpercentage of.
,',

the paper containing, is smaller than that for gmallei circulation papers.'

Editors Say most (75;) of their paper's newshole is allocated to local news.
L

Those using 'a fixed-minimum system for determining newshole size tend' to be

,arger7circulAtioepapers that rank higher ona---newsential index--the ability

to gathevancidieseminate,gew--than papers using_other systems, Fixed-Mdnimull

papIrs.,also.s.et asidemor& space for'womeen news, editorials, and sports. A

o
,majority of the'managing editor; who work for fixedrmthimum papers say,the sYstem's.;

"

04: ,
A
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I

major advantage is that it guarantees adequate news eperage regardless of adver-

tising volume.

Although the fixed minimum is the most popurar method for deteriining newshole
a.

size, the number of newspapers Using this system has apparently declined inreceU_

4.k,..." 4 .0

'ars. Unless-forced.to do so by the increasing cost of newsprint, it appears
1

.A
,

that there will be little shift in the future. Most managing editors say they

" are satisfied' with newshole policy.

13

An.
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Table 1.

Typical Newspaper Page Size

" Number of Pages
.

Percentage of Newspapers

Weekday Sunday

.

12 or fewer. 19

13-29 37 . is .

30-49
,

30 13.

50-69 9 '23

.10 or more 4 48

Total 99a 99a

-
aThe table does not add up to'100 pertent because of rounding:

Table 2.

Estimated News Space Devoted to
Various News Categories

Type of News
Percentage of Nevi Space

a Local
Sports -

National.
Women's
International
Editorial
State

,: Financial'
Total

..75

6
4

4

3

3

3 ,

2

100

, .

'Managing, editors timated4the nAmber of column inches devoted to

;each category'on apical day. The percentagesare'based on the

total for these categories.

'

15



Table 3

Managing.Editort' Opinions and Percepetons of.
Readers' Opinions About Newspapi

Size on a Typical Weekday.

Size of Newspaper

Frequency

,Editors' Opinions Editors /'Perceptions

of Readers' Opinions

Percent , Frequency Percent

Much too. small 6 4 5 4

Too small 37 26 34 24

About right 95 66 93 65

Too big 4 .3 8 6

Such too big 1 1 2 1 ...

Total 143 100 142 100

Table 4

Managing Editors' Opinions and Perceptions of

Readers' Opinions About Newspaper'Size
on a Typical Sunday

. t

Size of New4aper

Much too small
Too small

.-.About tight

Too.6ig
*Each ,too big

! ^

Editors' Opinions' Editors' Perceptions
of Readers' Opinions

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 2 1 ,2

.. 10 19 10 19

39 752 / '36 68

-2 5 9

0

.4

0 1 2
ga'

Total 52 100 53 100 .

4-,
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Table 5

ole Size of.Fixea-Minimum Newspapers

Colum Inches Number of-

`Newspapers

Percentage of
Newspapers

Below 600 4 7

601 - 900 5

901 - 1200 7 12

1201 - 1500 3 5

1501 - 1800. I 11 19

1801 - 2100 8 .13

2101 - 2400 10 L7
4/

Above 2400 13 22

Total 59 100

as.

aI
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Table 6

Newshble Capacity of Sliding-Scale
Newspapers

. 1., Percentage of Space

-Devoted to Non-

," Advertising Matter

Percentage of Newspapers

Largest Newshole Smallest Newshole
i-

v

Below 29 15 , 11

-30-34 11: 19

35-39
,

,5 5

" 40:--44
11 8

45-49 11 3

50-54 13 14

55-59 3 8

. 60-64 18 13

Over 64 13 19

4 Total 100 100

(N=38) .(N=37)

aExample of hnw,to read the le: The figures in the top-row mean that

15 percent of. the newspapers" ing a sliding scale for determination of

newshole size would not procfl a newspaper that contained more than'29

perCent news;:While 89 perceniY;t100-11) would not produce a newspaper that

contained less thatci9-15ercett-tews-:.
;A-4

e
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Table 7

Additional Methods for Determining
Newshole Sizea

s

4ethods of Determination
Number of
Newspapers

MinimuM news needs are always met., 8

Whatever is left after ads are in. 6.

Fixed minimum number of pageS used. 6

System of 1)age size based on ad needs . 5

Cooperation between ad and news dept. 3

Managing editor calls for what's needed. 2

aManaging editors of newspapers that didnot use a fixed minimum br

percentage formula for determining newshole.size weredSked to explain

their_systems:a . . ' _, ,

19
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Participants in Newshole
Formula Revision

Participants ,
Number of
Newspapers

Percentage of
Newspapers

Publisher and news and
advertising executives

(eneral manager and some
combination of executiyes

38

28

31

23

Editor and some combination of
executives excluding general
manager and/or publisher 17,' 14

Publisher and news executives 14 . 11

Publisher only 8 7

Publisher and combination of-
executives includipg'news
personnel'

6

Publisher and combination of
executives excluding news

personnel 4 .
3

Edito;. only= 3 2

General manager only 3 2

10106

Total . 122
.99a-

apercentages do not total 100 because of rounding.

20



Table 9

'Managing Editors' Negotiations
for Additional Space

Frequency of
Negotiation
During Average
Month of 1973-74

\

Negotiations Successful .

-Negotiations

Percentage Perdentage-

Less than once
1-2

3-4
5-6
7 or more

Total

7

39 .

33

15

7

10fb

(N=110)

7 .

44a
31

13

6

..r

101
b

(N=101)

'

aThe'table seems to indicate that 44 percent of the editors were

successful in negotiations fot extra space once or twice a month

even `though only 39 percent negotiated with that frequency. What

this indicates, however, is that,some editors who requested space

more frequently were successful only once or twicea month.

bPercentagea do not total 100'becauseof rounding.

2 .1
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Table 10

Persona with Whom Managing'EditOrs
Negotiate for Larger Newshole

, .

Persons or Number of Percentage of

Combination Editors Editors

of Persons

Business manager or advertising
department executiv-

Combination of'publisher and
other executives

Production manager or other

production personnel
Publisher -

Combination of General manager
and other executives excluding
publisher

General manager
No negotiation -- managing

editor makes decision

Editor
Other

Total

22

19 16

;13

17

14
12

15

14

.

12

10

6 5

4 3

9 . 4"1.7 7

121 100



Editors'
Options

Table 11

Editors' Use of Options for Handling Late-breaking
Stories Affel. the Newshole is Filleda

Percentage of Editors Using Options

Fiequency of use
More

Never 1-45 16-25 than.25

Paid ad pulled 70 26 1 1.

(N=73)

'Mouse as pulled 4 57 13 26

(N=94),
.Other news displaced 5 : 27

J
37, 46

(N=85-1
.

Pages added 9 73 b 11

(N=101)
Story used later 13 3,1 ." 10 46,

(N=70)0 ."

aExample of how to read the table: The figurein the upper-left

corner means 70 nerCentcfthe 73 editors responding to the question'

did not pull a .paid adid-order to obtain additional space'for nets.

. -
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Table 12 .

Frequency of Newshole Size Changes Wring
'1973-74 as a Result 'of AdVertising '

.Department Needsa

Frequency of,Newshale
Change '.

.
Number of
Newspapers

-Perctritage of

Newspapers

Never
7 5

1-5 .

.17 13

6-10
27 21

11-15
15 12

16-20
8 6

21-25
11 9

26-51 -
19 ;15 .

More than 51 25 19

Total 100

Table 13

, .

Managing Editors' Perceptions of Competition

for News frOm Various Mediaa

.'
. .

;Amount of
Percentage of Editors who

gompetiticq
see Competition from:

Radid Television Newspapers

,4

Strong ,

9 16 7'. _ 29 .1

"Moderate 30 21 38

weak 50 .45, 29

NC competition_ '
11 18 5

Total 100 .100 101b'

(N=1401 (N=140) -0..144

aExample of how to read table: the figure in the upper-left corner

indicates,hine percent of the 140 managing,editars responding .see.,strOng

competition:foi news from radio. ,

bPercentage'does not total 100 because of rounding.

. ,
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..

--.-71.Managing Edifibisi.J'arcaptions'o Coppetitiowc%.

for Advertising froSsrious Mediaa
.41

-

. .....,... ,...

Amount'of ..,....,-.-'"

Competition

.--

:,:percentage of Editors who
Perceive'Competition From:

Rjio Television Newspapers

Strong
'..:Moderate

Weak'

.No Competition

15 16 26

48 .27 17

33 . 34 37

4 23' .

100
(N=136)

100

(N=134)

101b

L., (N=132)

aExample, of how to read tablet The figure in the upper-left corner

indicates 15 percent of 'dIe 136 managing-editors responding perceive

-
strongcolpetitio% n" from radio..

.,k
r,,

bPeicentage doeE.not total 10Q ecause of rounding.


